
 
Heatscape was established in 1999 with the 
goal of providing advanced thermal 
engineering and design services to customers 
in Silicon Valley with increasing thermal 
and mechanical challenges.  

 
Swissbit was created through a management 
buy-out from Siemens Semiconductor in 2001. 
With over 20 years of experience in the 
memory & storage industry Swissbit has 
become a world class leader in technology, 
supplying high quality, high-reliability memory 
& storage soluEons.  Product offering includes 
SLC, 2D/3D MLC and pSLC in a wide range of 
form factors including M.2, mSATA, eUSB, 
2.5, CF, uSD, eMMC, etc.

 
Taiwan Semiconductor was established in 
1979 and is a market leader in Power 
RecFfiers, Trench SchoIkys, Analog ICs, LED 
Driver ICs, Power Transistors, and MOSFETs.  
The producEon faciliEes in China and Taiwan 
are fully compliant to current automoEve and 
environmental standards such as IATF16949, 
ISO9001 and ISO14001

 
Advanced Energy Inc. (AEI) design and 
manufacture highly engineered, precision 
power conversion, measurement, and control 
soluEons for mission-criEcal applicaEons and 
processes.  AEI Brands include Artesyn/Astec, 
Excelsys, UltraVolt, SL Power.  Product offering 
includes AC/DC Power Supplies, DC/DC 
Power Supplies -Standard, modified and 
custom power supplies.

 
A world leader of thermal soluEons in 
performance and reliability, Sanyo Denki 
offers lower power consumpFon and high air 
flow at dramaFcally reduced noise levels, 
boasFng the highest life expectancy hours for 
its fans in the industry.

 
Kingbright is a leading manufacturer of 
innovaEve LEDs for over 30 years. They offer 
the most comprehensive LED product line in 
the industry, which includes SMD LEDs & 
Displays, High Brightness LEDs, Through-Hole 
LEDs & Displays, Circuit Board Indicators, and 
other LED-related products.

 
CUI Devices is an electronic components 
manufacturer specializing in an ever-
expanding range of product technologies. 
Product offering includes a wide range of 
Audio, Interconnect, MoFon, Sensors, 
Switches and Thermal Management 
products.
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